[Clinical usefulness of adrenal gland computed tomography in the etiologic diagnosis of Addison's disease].
The aim of this study was to evaluate adrenal gland morphology by computerized tomography (CT) in the etiologic diagnosis of Addison's disease. Twenty-two patients were grouped according to their etiology based on the study of antiadrenal antibodies at diagnosis of the disease: 7 were positive (autoimmune etiology or EAA), 11 were negative (tuberculous etiology or EAT) and in four serologic study was not available (undetermined etiology or EAI). Adrenal gland CT was performed with contiguous sections every 5 mm. In eight cases the examination was carried out upon diagnosis of the disease (initial stage) and in 14 between 2 and 17 years following diagnosis (evolutive stage). In all the patients of the EAA group, examined in either the initial or evolutive stages, the adrenal glands appeared atrophic without calcifications. In the patients of the EAT group adrenal masses of proven tuberculous origin were found in five who were studied in the initial stage and with atrophic glands with calcifications in the remaining patients examined in the evolutive stage, with the exception of two cases with atrophic adrenal glands without calcifications which could serologically be considered as false negatives having autoimmune etiology. The patients in the EAI groups were studied in the evolutive stage with three having atrophic glands with calcifications and one atrophic adrenal glands without calcifications. Adrenal gland computerized tomography is an useful examination to differentiate between autoimmune or tuberculous origin in Addison's disease. Clinical application may be justified in all patients of recent diagnosis when the study of the antiadrenal antibodies is negative or not possible.